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Earth, fire, air, water: a long time ago, the four elements lived together in harmony in the fifth edition of Dungeon and Dragons beta. Then everything changed when the Player's Handbook was officially released. Only the Dungeon Master, the master of the world itself, can save what the Path of the Four Elements has
become, but I believe that it can be reborn. Okay okay. I promise I'll try to keep Avatar: The latest airbender links to the minimum (although this is my favorite TV show of all time). When 5E DDR was still in beta I willingly downloaded every patch of new content, and when the Path of the Four Elements was announced
made the cut in PHB I was absolutely delighted! Finally! I would get to play a character like an avatar! I've played four elements based on Monk's character in the homegrown version of 2E AD-D in the past, and I was so excited to make it to 5E D'D, officially using the rules for what used to be just a dream for me to see
the Wizards of the Coast put out. So, imagine my frustration when I read how the once epic Path of the Four Elements were transferred and nerfed into a ki-burning nightmare with fewer options than I ever feared they might diminish it. Many of the major problems with the Path four elements as it stands struggling for two
main reasons in my opinion. Monk, as seen in the fifth edition of Dungeons and Dragons Player's Handbook. Probably using the Path of four elements of discipline like Snake Fire fangs, Phoenix Flame or Sweeping Cinderella Strike. Image courtesy Wizards of the Coast Way of the Four Elements consumes too many Ki!
The amount of ki required for a monk to perform a maneuver only once strikes for any monastic tradition in 5E DD. Other monks get to do more for less ki expenses, and while I understand universality is valuable in itself, I really don't think it's well balanced. Keep in mind, one point ki is a Dodge action as a bonus,
returning the projectile after catching it without using any action at all or any number of other monk subclass specific features. There just isn't enough bang on the amount of ki bucks you spend on ability. When you compound this with the fact that they don't get any subclass functions that don't consume ki points, the
problem is only the connections. Not enough monk options! Piling on the previous point you are offered a list of options your monk character can choose to design and customize their style, which is cool in theory, but the problem is you only get one option at the level as written in the rules, with lots of better options
costing a huge amount of ki. Feeling cool and getting to do your amazing 5E D'D things relegated to higher levels of gameplay - levels most players never reach. If you think most other monks subclasses get multiple functions, or at least multifaceted features, not relying on ki spending to get any benefit, the Path of the
Four Elements quickly surpassed any other monastic tradition. 5E 5E the project team suggested the option of giving one additional choice of maneuver to the level, and that honestly felt like a weak attempt to fix. Mind you, I called it an attempt. Because when I reviewed this carefully I realized even if the player was just
provided with all the options that exist for this level, it still wouldn't be fixed due to a ki cost problem. This is something that I think is crucial to understanding how to fix this subclass. Reincarnation is the answer to its basic Path of the four elements of the monk subclass fundamentally flawed because of the two reasons I
have considered above, but how do we fix it? Obviously, we can't just let the monks start slinging fireballs on level 3 and call it good. However, we can see how the class was built initially and rebuild everything using similar principles. Spending ki to mimic the effects of spells is a fun idea, but we need to ensure ki costs
don't violate the subclass, and along the same line we need to add abilities to subclasses that don't rely on ki spending in any capacity. This will ensure the Path of the Four Elements is not suddenly rendered useless when the monk spends the last bit of ki. Let's look at the restoration of this monk subclass from the
beginning. Let's reincarnate this subclass, if you like. Managing Ki's resources is not the only thing to consider when building a monk subclass. The monks love their bonus actions. Bonus actions for monks are a kind of resource in themselves, as they limit what the monk can spend ki points on and how much they can
achieve in one turn. The monks are great at achieving a lot of really cool little things with their actions, bonus actions, reactions and movements. The economics of action works to balance the effectiveness of the monk. So we're not just dealing with ki. The theme is against fun When it comes to the path of four elements,
the theme in the title: four elements. We want to be equally good at slinging stones like forming water and blasting fire while working like wind. Each element has its own thing to offer and we want to take it from the beginning, so no matter what level of play you play this monk you have fun and different options. A quick
way to balance the diversity this monk can achieve sent me to look at what I perceived as a kind of spiritual successor to this subclass: Wu-Jen Mystic. Now, before you bend those boulders to crush me for references to a broken mystic, listen to me. Wu-Jen offered something special: the ability to move between
positions of elements that provided different passive abilities. This works great for the reincarnated Monk of the Path of the Four Elements, because, as mentioned earlier, the monks love their bonus actions. Requiring bonus action to change Between items, Monk can exchange his bonus kicks, a flurry of punches, a
wind step and so on for versatility offering (a little) less bonus to exchange for the next turn. No Ki cost. Just a bonus bonus This automatically makes this monk more fun and fragrant than the original ever was. That's right - one bonus action, and this monk gets to swap a set of subclass features he benefits from at any
time. This means that we do not have to worry if the function of any element is close to the power of other monks, because this monk only benefits from one set of functions at a time. The Path of the Four Elements: Revival Is Just What Is Subclass, Exactly? What can he do? I have all the taste of the text in the
downloadable PDF linked below, but I'll rearrange the features to the level below: Elemental Settings Start, when you choose this path on level 3, you get the ability to manipulate the items around you. As a bonus action on your turn, you can create one of the following effects: You create a harmless touch effect using
items around you such as puff air, shower sparks, splashes of mist or rock rumble. You instantly light or sniff a candle, torch or other small fire (such as a fire). Cool or heat up to one pound of inanimate material for up to one hour. Cause the ground, fire, air or water in a 1-foot cube to move and/or shape yourself in the
damp form you assign for up to one minute. You can have up to five such effects active at one time, as long as you maintain your concentration as if you were focused on the spell. Casting Elementary Spells Some elementary disciplines allow you to cast spells. You can see spellcasting with general spell rules. To hand
out one of these spells, you use it casting time and other rules, but you don't need to provide material components for it. Elemental position Also on the 3rd level, you can use the bonus action to enter the elemental position, synchronize your ki with one of the four elements. Each elementary position gives you the
specific benefits listed in the elements of each item below. Each elementary position lasts until you fire it (no action is required) until you are incapacitated, or until you move to a new basic position as a bonus action on your turn. You open up new opportunities for every elementary position when you reach the 6th, 11th
and 17th levels in this class. Elementary redirection Starting from level 6, you can spend 2 ki points to throw absorb items. Elementary skill, starting from level 11, you can throw mold earth, control the flame, gust, and shape water, even if you are not in a related Elemental position. You can throw any of these cantrips as
a bonus action. Elementary Avatar Starting from level 17, you can throw each of the following spells once: Position of the Earth: The investment of the stone position of fire: the investiture of the Flame Air Position: Ice Once you have thrown one of these spells using this ability, you become unable to enter the list of
related Elemental. You regain the ability to return to this elementary position after you have completed a short or long rest. You're restoring usage of these spells through this feature after you finish a long vacation. Elementary Position position of the Earth, starting from Level 3, you get the following benefits while you are
in Stans Earth: Embrace the Earth. You can throw the mold of the ground cantrip. Root defense. When you move 15 feet or less on your turn, your class armor increases by 2. This bonus stays as long as you move more than 15 feet in one go. Stone anchor. While you stand on non-magical ground or stone and have
moved 15 feet or less on your turn, you may not be forcibly pushed or pulled before starting your next turn. On level 6, you get the following additional benefits while you are in Position of the Earth: Cut the Path. You get a 20-foot burrowing speed. It's a good walk. You can attack by throwing stones. When you do, you
make range weapons with a short range of 60 feet and a long range of 90 feet. These rocks are the monk's weapon for you, and are considered magical in order to overcome resistance and immunity to non-magical damage. On level 11, you get the following additional benefits while you are in Position of the Earth:
Capture the Tomb. As an action, you spend 3 ki points to choose one creature within 60 feet of you. The creature should make a dexterity saving throw. To fail, the creature struggles and is restrained as the earth itself rises to understand it. A creature that is held back in this way can use its action to try to break out of
this effect. DC for hacking free your Ki save DC. Creatures that are more than 10 feet above the ground automatically succeed on the initial savings throw against this ability. Knock, and it'll open. You can spend 5 ki points to throw a stone shape. On the 17th level, you get the following benefits while you are in Position
of the Earth: A Touch of a Sculptor. You can spend 6 points to throw a transmute rock. Mason's Hedge. You can spend 6 ki points to throw a wall of stone. The position of fire, starting from level 3, you get the following advantages while you are in the Fire Stand: Embrace of Fire. You can throw control of the flame
cantrip. Energy burn. Coverage of your unarmed strikes increases by 15 feet and you can cause them the type of damage to be fire. If your unarmed bump extends to your extended coverage, the damage should be fire. On Level 6, you get the following additional benefits while you are in Fire Stand: Scathing Will. You
add a Wisdom modifier to all the damage to the fire you cause. Inner flame. You can throw a flame and you can throw it as a bonus action on your turn. The dragon's breath. You can spend 2 points to throw burning hands on the 11th level, you get the next extra While you are in The Stand of Fire: Phoenix Screech. You
can spend 4 points to throw a fireball. At the 17th level, you get the following advantage while you are in The Fire Stand: Hedge Passion. You can spend 5 points ki to throw a wall of fire. Air position, starting from Level 3, you get the following benefits while you are in Air Position: Air Air You can throw a gust of cantrip.
Flying jump. When you do an attack, you can spend 1 point to fly up to 15 feet. This movement does not provoke opportunities. On level 6, you get the following extra benefits while you're in the Air Stand: Windy Strike. You can throw a shillelagh cantrip as the wind itself fuels your beats. Leaf in the wind. You do not
accept damage as a result of the fall until you are incapacitated. Whistling Gayle. You can spend 2 points to throw a gust of wind. On the 11th level, you get the following added benefit while you are in the Air Rack: Sentinel's Breath. You can spend 3 points to throw warding wind. On the 17th level, you get the following
advantage while you're in The Air Stand: Guide four marshmallows. You can spend 6 points to throw wind control. Position water, starting from level 3, you get the following benefits while you are in the Water Stand: Embrace the water. You can throw the shape of the water cantrip. A sharp attack. The reach of your
unarmed strokes increases by 15 feet, and you can cause their type of damage to be a baton or a cold. On level 6, you get the following additional benefits while you are in the Water Stand: Tendril Shape. You can throw a spike whip cantrip. It manifests itself as a water tendon, not a thorny vine. You can throw this
cantrip as a bonus action on your turn. It's cold to bite. You can throw the primary wildness of the cantrip like the claws of frozen, caustic water shapes at your fingertips. You can throw this cantrip as a bonus action on your turn. The ebb and flow. As an action, you can spend 1 point to choose the area of water within 210
feet of you, which is no more than 30 feet on the side. You can change the water to the ice in the area, and vice versa. You can change the ice in the area in any way you want. You can raise or lower the height of water, ice or steam, and you can cause steam, fog or fog in the area to appear or completely disperse. You
can also dig a trench with ice or water, but you can't use ice or water to harm the creature. On the 11th level, you get the following additional benefits while you are in the Water Stand: One with water. You get a speed of swimming equal to your current speed and you can breathe underwater. A healing stream. As an
action, you can touch the creature's flowing life energy and spend a few points of ki up to your monk level, divided into four (rounded down) to increase the creature's natural recovery. For every point of ki you spend, the creature spends one hit to die and adds its Constitution modifier and your Wisdom modifier to the
amount of hit points recovered. Resurgent Ki. You can spend 3 points to throw less recovery. On the 17th level, get the following benefits while you're in the Water Stand: Liquid Command. You can spend 5 points to throw water control. There's always a globe. You can spend 5 points to throw the water sphere. You can
download your own PDF Ways four items reborn by clicking here! NOTE BOTANY: BOTANY: The spells mentioned in the Four Elements Revival Path are available in the Xanathar Guide throughout, and are also included in the free Companion of the Elementary Evil Player. Worth noting: EE Player's Companion content
is available to everyone through D'D Beyond too. Basic Rules, SRD and other free-to-distribute content from WotC is part of a digital tool. This includes found Arcana playtest content too! What do you think about how the Path of the Four Elements was revived? Do you like this rewriting of the classic 5E DZB monk
subclass? Do you think it's better or worse? Let us know your thoughts! Copyright protected by Digiprove © 2020 Nerdarchy LLC LLC four elements monk 5e revised. four elements monk 5e spells. four elements monk 5e guide. four elements monk 5e build. way of the four elements monk 5e reddit. d&d 5e monk way of
the four elements pdf. dnd 5e monk way of the four elements revised. dnd 5e monk monastic traditions way of the four elements
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